 Aiming at the shock response characteristics of cylindrical shell, the different cases of cylindrical shell are analyzed through FEM, and the cases are determined according to the circular angle. The shock response results show that with the same dimension of shell, the acceleration of analysis point of plane case is the largest 6.47 m/s 2 , and the smallest one is the 90 0 case with 1.40 m/s 2 , which is decreased by 78.36%. Among the analysis cases, the acceleration of plane case is higher than the curved shell cases. When the curve is the whole round, the acceleration is larger than other curve cases. And there are symmetry displacement cloud in every case, but the velocity-displacement curves show that, the in-plane case is like a silkworn cocoon, and is different from others with a central hole.
INTRODUCTION
Thin elastic shells are widely used in marine engineering and other fields, the cylindrical shell may be the common model for the flow pipe, ship hull and aircraft fuselages. Many dynamic investigations of such constructions have been done until now, and the vibration characteristics of cylindrical shell, including the structure vibration, noise radiation and coupling vibration with the liquid, are the main issues studied by many scholars [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For these questions, one cylindrical shell model, which has the same dimensions but different circular angle, is studied to uncover the shock response characteristics of cylindrical shell.
VIBRATION THEORY OF CYLINDRICAL SHELL
For cylindrical shell, the free vibration equation of cylindrical shell is [7] ,
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As the shell is simply supported, these boundary conditions are,
, , , 0
According to the classical solution, the stress function  and the When the shell is excited, the response can be expressed according to formula (6ab).
MODELING AND SHOCK ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL SHELL
The cylindrical shell is 0.500×0.300m in length and width，and 0.002m in thickness. The cylindrical shell is modeled by SHELL63 in ANSYS, and the element size is 0.001m with swept meshing. The material parameters are elastic modular E=2.1×10 When exited, the exited position is located at the middle point of the shell top face, and the shock force is F=10N, at the time 0~0.001s, and the force is 0 for 0.001s~ 0.6s being the free decaying time. The time step size is the same as 0.001s.
In this paper, the response of middle point at free end of shell is studied in each case after the shock during free decaying time span 0.50~0.60s.
NUMERICAL CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS
The acceleration curves of analysis cases are shown in Fig.1 , and the acceleration value of plane case is the highest, the acceleration of 90 0 case is the lowest. The maximum acceleration is shown in Table. 2. The acceleration of in plane case is the largest, and the smallest one is the 90 0 case with 1.40 m/s 2 , which is decreased by 78.36%. When the curve is the whole round, the acceleration is larger than other curve cases. During the transient displacement curves of Fig.2 , it is known that there are symmetrical plots located at each side of the shock point, and the symmetry cloud become narrow and instinct with the increase of buckling angle. Meanwhile the velocity-displacement curves are plotted, it is shown in Fig.3 . The curve of in-plane case is like a silkworn cocoon, with two vortex lines at each side, and it is different from other cases. When circular angle is greater than zero, the plots are the whole complete vortexes with a hollow hole in center. The hole size is bigger with the increase of angle. 
CONCLUSIONS
Aiming at the shock vibration of general structure, the shock response of cylindrical shell is analyzed. With different circular angle, the shells with the same circular length have different response, the acceleration of shells decreased when the shell is curved with an angle. The largest value of the in-plane case is 6.47m/s 2 , and the smallest value of the 90 0 case is only 1.40 m/s 2 . When the shell curve is enclosed, the acceleration of 360 0 case is 2.53 m/s 2 , which is higher than other bulked shell.
As for the displacement, there are a symmetry cloud in all cases, with a mirror phenomenon at each side of the shock point. There are interesting curves in velocity-displacement plots, the curve of in-plane case is like a silkworm cocoon, with two vortex lines at each side, and it is different from other cases. When circular angle is greater than zero, the plots are the whole complete vortexes with a hollow hole in center. The hole size is bigger with the increase of angle.
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